
Woodstock
Farmhouse & Cafe

Vibe with the city of Shillong
as you stay at Woodstock
Farmhouse. Perched on

verdant hills, to the backdrop
of verdant hills and paddy

fields, Woodstock
Farmhouse, is a unique Bed

and Breakfast, located
between Shillong and

Cherrapunji. 

This lodge near Shillong is inspired by the Woodstock Festival of 1969 - we
celebrate peace and serenity while paying homage to the greats of music
history. If you love the symphony of nature, the mist and the rain, music

and good food, then this is the perfect place for you!

Restful Stays-Unwind, rejoice and soak up the city's perky vibe with a stay
at our charming BnB near Shillong. Woodstock Farmhouse, Shillong,

offers unique Rock and Roll Cottages that are designed in sync with the
theme of the retreat. Surrounded by mesmerizing views, decked with

modern facilities and topped off with our signature services, these
farmhouse-style cottages near Shillong offer you all that is needed to

create an unforgettable stay!
 

https://www.hotelpolotowers.com/woodstock-farmhouse-shillong/rooms/rock-and-roll-cottages.html


Rock & Roll with the spirit of Shillong
Rock and Roll Cottages are spacious accommodations, offering homely comfort and

modern amenities. The rooms feature a queen-size bed, a bedside table, a tea/coffee
maker and other modern amenities. A wall, postered with pictures of music legends,

serves as a reminder of the inspiration behind this lodge near Shillong. A handcrafted
bamboo swing gives the room a rustic touch. Hints of traditional handicrafts complement

the decor, adorning the neat and thoughtfully designed interiors. The patios open to
mesmerizing views of the hills and paddy fields.

Janis Joplin Premium Cottages - One side of this Premium Rock & Roll Cottage with
swing overlooking the paddy fields is dedicated to the famous rock singer Janis Joplin.

Ravi Shankar Premium Cottages - One side of this Premium Rock & Roll Cottage is
dedicated to the famous rock singer Ravi Shankar. Ravi Shankar, perhaps India’s most
famous musician, popularized the sitar and classical Indian ragas in the West

Jimmy Hendrix Premium Cottages - One side of this Premium Rock & Roll Cottage
with swing overlooking the hills and paddy fields is dedicated to the famous rock singer
Jimmy Hendrix. 

C.C.R(Credence Clearwater Revival) -  One of our rooms is dedicated to C.C.R. who
was the first one to sign the contract for Woodstock Festival of 1969. It was impossible
to avoid hearing Credence Clearwater Revival on the radio in the summer of 1969

Jefferson Airplane - This room gives one a feeling of nature, independence with one
side special decorated with this rock band.

Santana - This cottage is a surprise for our guest. The surprise hit of the Woodstock
festival had to be Santana, the Latin-rock group that was well-known in San Francisco
from their performances at the Fillmore but was virtually unknown to the world at large. 

Woodstock Suite Room - This suite room is perfectly made for the friends group
having the much needed friends time away from work & schedule. Perfectly crafted
room and amazing views set the mood right for the friends meeting up after a long time
& having fun like the good olden days, this rooms speaks of fun, enjoyment & creating
memories.



Eat & Meet
We, at Woodstock Farmhouse, Shillong, believe that good food is the key to a memorable

holiday. Enjoy delicious food from Indian, Chinese and Continental cuisines at Cafe
Woodstock. The delightful interiors, designed keeping the musical spirit in mind, perfectly

complements the panorama of the mountains and paddy fields that it overlooks. With
both indoor and outdoor dining facilities, this is the best cafe in Shillong to spend your

time at.

Woodstock Cafe
Woodstock Cafe, our in-house cafe at our B&B in Shillong, is a delightful space with

indoor and outdoor dining options. We serve delicious food from the Indian, Chinese
and Continental cuisines, and have a wonderful service team who will make your

experience a memorable one. Additionally, the panoramic views of mountains and paddy
fields from our cafe are astounding.

 
The interiors of Woodstock Café are designed with the musical spirit. The wall mural at
this cafe is a constant reminder of the inspiration behind this café and the B&B - that is,

the Woodstock Festival of 1969. It celebrated peace & the love for music with
performances by iconic artists whose portraits grace the wall.

Banquet & Meeting
  WOODSTOCK BANQUET HALL - The Woodstock Banquet Hall, spread across 2106 sq.

ft., is the perfect venue for musical events and private celebrations.
 

WOODSTOCK BANQUET HALL & LAWN - The Woodstock Banquet Hall measuring
2016 sq. ft, along with the adjoining lawn measuring 777sq. ft. is the perfect setting for

grand events. 

Facilities
Living Room with a library

Woodstock Cafe
Lawn for events

Foosball & Indoor Games


